Irene Vecchia
Irene Vecchia starts puppetry in the 2000 when, after meeting the guarattelle masters Salvatore Gatto,
Maria Imperatrice and Bruno Leone, attends the School of Guarattelle learned the basics of Pulcinella’s
tradition. “Often the public is surprised when it sees me coming out of my little theater, at the end of
the show, and it’s even more surprised when realized I am also Pulcinella’s voice”. All this, beside being
a possible magic because of Pulcinella’s nature, is contradicting the prejudice of the “physic du role”.

Pulcinella’s stories
Guarattelle is the name of the popular traditional Neapolitan puppet theater, an art handed down orally
for more than 500 years. Main characther and soul of the stories is Pulcinella, a free spirit who renews on
the stage the eternal conflict between black & white, love & hate. Meeting and fighting with some legendary
characters of the popular theater such as: his beloved Teresa, “il guappo”- a bully that makes its own law,
the Death, the Guard and other symbols of oppression and overbearing, Pulcinella overcomes his inner
fears and represents universal emotions in which every viewer can recognize himself. This is the secret of
this ancient oral tradition, being at the same time a timeless and lively show and a satirical representation
of the human being. With his very peculiar squeaky voice, Pulcinella is able to grab passerby’s attention and
keep the audience captivated all along the show. Pulcinella is one of the most famous character and mask
in the world, and has brothers and cousins all around the world especially in Europe, like Mr.Punch and
Judy tradition in England, Polichinelle in France, Petruska in Russia, Don Crisotbal in Spain, Jan Klassen
in Holland, in Germany Kaspar, and Vitez Laszlo in Hungary.
Recommended from 5 year of age!

Irene Vecchia
www.irenevecchia.com
info@irenevecchia.com
ueuepullecene@gmail.com
+39 3387926216
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